CALL FOR BOOK CHAPTERS
YOUNG GEOGRAPHERS

Dear Colleagues
We would like to inform you that EUROGEO, the European Association of Geographers, has
signed a contract with SPRINGER International Publishing AG, a long time associate and
collaborator with our association, to publish a new book entitled YOUNG GEOGRAPHERS.
We are seeking to identify young geographers who would like to declare their interest in
publishing their research in this collection.

Scope:
“Young Geographers'' is concerned with geographers in their first career stages. The goal of the
book is to encourage Young Geography Researchers to share their research - PhD students
and Postdocs (“young” refers to first stage researchers (R1) not in terms of their age; predoc
working on their PhD thesis, and experienced researchers (R2) that have successfully defended
their PhD thesis) who are working on various geographical themes and implementing cutting
edge research methodologies or geospatial technologies. The book will touch on the most
important issues to young geographers and emphasize different geographical questions made
by early career researchers. More specifically, the book will include chapters contributing to a
better understanding of the world, geographical knowledge and skills needed in order to
address global issues: physical, environmental, regional, spatial, social, educational,...and other
geography-related areas.
We welcome proposals for book chapter contributions centered (but not exclusively) on the
themes that concern early career researchers. Given that these issues transcend national
boundaries, cultures and scientific backgrounds, EUROGEO believes that scientists from
various countries, disciplines and scientific approaches should be given the opportunity to
participate in this book.

Important Dates Extended:

January 31, 2022: Book Chapter Proposal deadline
February 28, 2022: Accept/Reject Notification
May 31, 2021: Full Chapter Submission
July, 2022: Review Notification
September 30, 2022: Final version chapter submission
December, 2022: Print Version Available

Submission Procedure:
Chapter proposal submissions are invited from researchers by January 2022. Proposals should
be limited to between 300-500 words, explaining the mission and concerns of the chapter and
how it fits into the general theme of the book. Chapter proposals must be sent to:
gertruepert@yahoo.com or tijana_ilic@hotmail.com
After accept notification, authors should submit full chapters formatting their manuscripts
following Editor’s guidelines:
Book Manuscript Guidelines (springer.com)
The manuscript word count must be between 4500 - 7000 words. This includes tables,
illustrations, references, etc. All submissions will be reviewed in a single-blind manner.

Tijana Ilic, Gert Ruepert, EUROGEO Vice Presidents and Editors

